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Summary
Practicing consultant at the Biomedical Engineering Consultants, LLC.

www.biomedeng.com

Over 30 years experience in directing comprehensive biomedical engineering department at academic medical

centers, majority of the time in one of the largest medical center in the world. Developed and conducts medical

technology assessment, integration of healthcare technology, life cycle technology management, investigation

of device-related incidents and planning for TeleHealth services.

Holds academic appointments at University of Texas School of Public Health, Tec de Monterey University,

Mexico, at the PLA medical school, China and previously at Baylor College of Medicine. Member of the Food

and Drug Administration (FDA) advisory panel and past president of Center for Telehealth and e-Health Law

(CTeL), of the American College of Clinical Engineering (ACCE) and of the Healthcare Technology

Foundation (HTF). Senior member at the IEEE society, Fellow at ACCE and AIMBE, and past chairman of the

NFPA Laser Safety Committee - NFPA-115. Board member and past Chairman of IFMBE/Clinical Engineering

Division.

Author of numerous manuscripts and books.

Specialties: Medical Technology life cycle management, forensic engineering and Incident investigation,

Telemedicine services, Expert witness, Technology-related operations improvement, Service organization QC,

Clinical studies, regulatory compliance.

Experience
Principal at Biomedical Engineering Consultants, LLC
2008 - Present (5 years)

Forensic healthcare engineering, medical devices risk management, regulatory and compliance, Biomed

process improvement

6 recommendations available upon request

Director, Biomedical Engineering Dept. at Texas Children's Hospital
1982 - 2008 (26 years)

7 recommendations available upon request

President at American College of Clinical Engineering - ACCE
1991 - 1993 (2 years)
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Honors and Awards
Robert L. Morris International Humanitarian Award
ACCE/AAMI

2008

Life Time Achievement Award
ACCE

2011

Skills & Expertise
Biomedical Engineering
Medical Devices
FDA
Expert Witness
Regulatory Affairs
Cross-functional Team Leadership
Quality Assurance
Management
DICOM
Clinical Research
Engineering
Operations Management
Leadership
Radiology
Medical Imaging
Integration
Process Improvement
Orthopedic
Hardware Diagnostics
Biotechnology
Healthcare
Six Sigma
Product Launch
Product Development
Project Planning
MRI
Medicine
Hospitals
Cardiology
HL7
Healthcare Information Technology
Medical Technology
Risk Management
Digital Imaging
Ultrasound
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Informatics
R&D
Capital Equipment
Business Strategy
Strategy
PACS
X-ray
ISO 13485
Lifesciences
Validation
Quality Management
Software Documentation
Security

Publications
Nuts and Volts: Searching for Ways to Zap EMI Effects
Health Facilities Management August 1997

Authors: Yadin David, John Storch

Reprint of a portion of "EMC - How to Manage the Challenge"

Getting Started with IEC 80001
AAMI June 27, 2011

Authors: Yadin David, Todd Cooper, Sherman Eagles

Essential information for Healthcare providers managing medical IT-networks

Education
West Virginia University
Ed.D., 1972 - 1982

Honors and Awards
IEEE/EMBS Distinguish lecturers

FDA Commissioner special citation award

ECRI Healthcare Technology Award

Emergin Best Integration award
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13 people have recommended Yadin

"It's not a wonder that Yadin is highly respected in the healthcare technology industry. As interim CFO of an

early stage medical device company, I had the pleasure to work with Yadin in preparing for funding

opportunities. From both strategic and pragmatic operating perspectives, Yadin was able to define and then

execute both the technology lifecycle and business strategies. I highly recommend Yadin for early stage

medical device/life science companies and innovators."

— Debra Lucas, Business and Technology Strategist, Strategic Planning Consulting, was with another
company when working with Yadin at Biomedical Engineering Consultants, LLC

"I have worked with Yadin for over 30 years through all of his career moves and my career moves. He and I

have worked in multiple venues, but largely in the context of different professional organizations. Yadin is a

visionary who truly understands the big picture, yet also has the technical and people skills to turn the vision

into a reality. He is a leader with lots of practical knowledge and unquestioned integrity."

— Alan Lipschultz, President, AL Consulting LLC, was with another company when working with Yadin at
Biomedical Engineering Consultants, LLC

"I had the honor of working with Mr. David when he served as a juror on the judging panel for the Medical

Design Excellence Awards. His deep understanding of biomedical technology was an invaluable asset to the

program. Because of his ability to assess medical technology and his expertise in management operations,

regulatory compliance, and forensic engineering services for hospitals and industry, he brought true insight to

the judging process and to the products that were submitted for review. I would heartily endorse working with

Mr. David."

— Sherrie Conroy Trigg, Editor-in-Chief, MD&DI, UBM Canon (formerly Canon Communications
LLC), was with another company when working with Yadin at Biomedical Engineering Consultants, LLC

"Yadin is the master of all of Clinical Engineering, specially in Brazil. He has enough knowledge to alway be

a reference to us. I have one of his books and his experience helps me a lot to survive in the Healthcare

environment, most of times full of new and tricky situations. I´m very proud to had the opportunity to know

Yadin as close as a good friend, so i hope to have the opportunity to work with him in another Clinical

Engineering Congress."

— Marcello Bonfim, Gerente, Hospital Sírio Libanês, worked with Yadin at Biomedical Engineering
Consultants, LLC
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"When mentioning Dr.Yadin David name, every Biomedical Engineer (world wide) knows that we are

talking about the Father of Clinical Engineering, Bio-Medical Planning and Medical Technology

Management. I feel proud and happy when my colleagues and student ask me about the leading professor

Dr.Eng. Yadin David, because I got the chance to meet him, share and join with him many activities and

conferences . Dr.Yadin David will remain the First Leader to all Clinical engineers not only in USA but also

world wide. I belive that we as a Clinical Engineers, Biomedical Planners and Health care Technology

Managers, still have many things to learn from Dr.Yadin experience,Knowledge and his national and

international efforts and we must continue to develop his Originative, Genius and Creative ideas in these

fields. I ask the God to bless Dr.Yadin David efforts in the service of humanity and Engineering, and to give

me the opportunity to share him his efforts for the best to the engineering, the health care, and the human

being ."

— Walid Tarawneh, Head of Biomedical/Clinical Engineering Dept, Head of Quality Control&Inspection,
Technical Manager, Ministry of Health, was with another company when working with Yadin at Biomedical
Engineering Consultants, LLC

"Yadin's domain expertise, professionalism, and passion, for Healthcare in general and Biomedical

Engineering specifically are remarkable. Our interactions have always left me with a greater understanding of

the special needs and issues associated with Biomedical Engineering and of possible solutions and direction

to face some of the toughest problems. Opportunities to meet and consult with Yadin are always a pleasure!"

— Paul Tuck, IT Manager, GE Healthcare, was with another company when working with Yadin at
Biomedical Engineering Consultants, LLC

"Yadin and I aligned our efforts on several international Tele Health projects at Texas Children's. He is a goal

oriented leader that encourages teamwork and an attention to detail. Yadin works with a high level of

integrity and his passion for enhancing patient care was inspiring. It was an honor to have worked with him."

— Valdemar Garza, MHA, Associate Attaché, International Operations, Texas Children's Hospital, worked
directly with Yadin at Texas Children's Hospital

"I had the honor and pleasure of working with Dr. Yadine David at Texas Children’s Hospital while he served

as Director of Biomedical Engineering. Dr. David is a gregarious and engaging leader. He led his

organization and staff in constant pursuit of excellence. Dr. David’s demand for excellence from everyone

around him, made working with him, a highly successful learning adventure. He consistently encouraged

everyone to reach beyond their perceived limitations, and he set the example through discipline and rigor in

his approach. Dr. David is a nationally known leader in the field of Biomedical Engineering, it is a common

occurrence, when people find out that I worked at Texas Children’s Hospital, they ask do I know Dr. David.

It is his reputation that added to the prestige of working at Texas Children’s Hospital. I will be forever

grateful for the opportunity to work with a leader of Dr. David’s stature."

— Wil Neloms, Manager Enterprise Systems, Texas Children's Hospital, worked indirectly for Yadin at
Texas Children's Hospital
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"My collaboration with Yadin has been one of the more enjoyable, and productive, over the years. Yadin was

(and is) in charge of Biomedical Engineering for Texas Children's Hospital, The Texas Heart Institute, and

the Methodist Hospital. As CIO for Texas Children's Hospital, early in our collaboration, Yadin and I averted

a potentially huge disaster by raising to the TCH CEO and Board concerns about the lack of functional

requirements accounting in the plans for the new TCH Hospital and Clinic; we then collaborated in the

revised planning for these buildings (along with our many colleagues), leading to highly successful hospital

and clinic facilities. We further collaborated successfully in the detailed planning for the data, voice, and

security telecoms for TCH. Yadin was truly a pleasure to work with. He is extremely bright, experienced,

knowledgeable, charming -- and a wonderful collaborator. I think of Yadin fondly over the years, and look

forward to his many continued successes and accomplishments. Clearly, one would be most fortunate to be

able to collaborate with Yadin, whether as a work colleague or as a consulting colleague and/or client."

— Peter Spitzer, MD, MBA, MSCS, FHIMSS, Chief Information Officer, Texas Children's
Hospital, worked with Yadin at Texas Children's Hospital

"Yadin was my director during my tenure as a Biomedical Engineering Technician at Texas Children's

Hospital. During that time from 05 - 07 I experienced professional and personal growth as a result of his

direction. I was always impressed by Yadin's ability to stay positive and keep departmental goals insight even

during adverse situations. I would recommend Yadin as a Biomedical Engineering Consultant and would

welcome the opportunity to work with him again if the opportunity ever presented itself."

— David Cantu, Biomedical Engineering Technician, Texas Children's Hospital, reported to Yadin at Texas
Children's Hospital

"While working for the largest pediatric hospital in the America Yadin David was innovative and a great

leader for the Biomedical Engineering department as well as the Medical Technical Evaluation Committee. I

recommend Yadin David to individuals or organizations interested in doing business with him. -Archie

Martinez, CMRP"

— Archie Martinez, CMRP, Senior Sourcing Specialist-Medical Equipment/Facilities, Texas Children's
Hospital, worked directly with Yadin at Texas Children's Hospital

"Yadin has an extraordinary ability to apply technology to clinical needs and is a pioneer in national and

international Clinical Engineering Development programs. He has demonstrated a keen ability to understand

Biomedical trends and needs for the 21st century. He has shown a loyalty and concern to his employees that

will give him lasting fame."

— David Walding, Biomedical Engineering Specialist, Texas Children's Hospital, reported to Yadin at
Texas Children's Hospital

"Yadin is the 'gold standard' as far as global executive experience with all facets of the biomedical

engineering profession. It has been my pleasure to work with Yadin on various projects around the world."

— Kinn Moursund, Owner, NGNS, S.A., was with another company when working with Yadin at Texas
Children's Hospital
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Contact Yadin on LinkedIn
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http://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=22441145&authType=name&authToken=SC0-&goback=%2Epdf_22441145_*1_en*4US_name_SC0*5_YadinDavid_true_*1

